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Starting Prompts 

1. "You are a highly-skilled learning expert. You want to learn about 
[INSERT]. Create a focused learning plan on the above topic. Focus 
learning on the most valuable high-impact aspects of the topic. Provide 
the plan in no more than 10 bullets. Do you understand?" 

2. "You are an experienced instructional designer with a strong 
understanding of the [INSERT] industry. Please provide a course outline 
of [topic] that would take approximately [time] to complete. Make it 
engaging and practical. Design it for high impact and maximum 
knowledge retention. Do you understand?” 

3. "You want to help testing understanding about [TOPIC] by asking 
questions and then providing feedback on answers. Guide on anything 
answered wrong and provide a score out of 5. Ask questions one at a 
time and wait for the answer. After asking [5] questions, summarise 
areas of understanding and provide with recommendations on where I 
should focus my learning. Do you understand?” 

4. You are a subject matter expert, not a L&D or training manager. You are 
a highly-skilled expert. You want to learn about prompting and how to 
create short and effective prompts in your field to educate others. 
Please use the edX plugin to find 3 most relevant courses. Please list, if 
available, total duration, learner time and cost investment. do you 
understand?  

5. You want to help peers to [develop their growth mindset], so that they 
can accomplish more and feel better. Please create a list of 10 prompts 
that result in resources the learner can engage in that stimulate the 
development and growth. Please list for each of the 10 prompts 
individually how these prompts are best introduced to an AI or bot, so 
that the output results in a three step easy to follow program. Provide 
one example of a Edx course that supports this topics. Do you 
understand? 



Patient Education & Awareness: 

6. "Explain the mechanism of action of [specific drug] in layman's terms." 

7. "What are the best practices for educating patients about [specific 
disease or condition]?" 

8. "Identify the most reputable patient advocacy groups for [specific 
disease]." 

9. "Suggest multimedia resources that effectively explain [specific drug's] 
administration." 

10."How can we improve patient adherence to medication regimes?" 

11."Recommend platforms for virtual patient education seminars." 

12."What are the myths associated with [specific drug] and how can they be 
debunked?" 

13."Which influencers or experts are trusted voices in patient education for 
[specific disease]?" 

14."How can augmented reality be used in patient education?" 

15."List tools or apps that help patients manage their medication 
schedules.” 



Training & Development: 

16.“Help me develop skill to remain relevant in my role as [. ] 

17.Suggest a training module structure for introducing new hires to the 
pharmaceutical process." 

18."How can we best train our sales team on [specific drug]?" 

19."Recommend e-learning platforms for pharmaceutical training." 

20."Which experts are leading voices in pharmaceutical training?" 

21."List certifications that can enhance the skills of our R&D team." 

22."How can virtual reality be integrated into training modules?" 

23."What are the benchmarks for effective pharmaceutical sales training?" 

24."Recommend books that every pharmaceutical professional should 
read." 

25."How can continuous feedback be integrated into training programs?" 

26."List the top pharmaceutical training conferences globally." 



Knowledge Management: 

27.“please tell me more about a knowledge bases in a pharmaceutical 
company and what do you do to manage a knowledge base? 

28."How can we effectively catalog and retrieve research documents in our 
organisation?" 

29."Recommend tools for creating a knowledge base for our R&D team." 

30."What are best practices for ensuring data integrity in our knowledge 
repositories?" 

31."How can we foster a culture of knowledge sharing among 
departments?" 

32."Which platforms are best for collaborative document editing and 
review?" 

33."How can we integrate AI into our knowledge management systems?" 

34."Recommend strategies for updating and pruning outdated 
knowledge." 

35."How can we ensure secure access to our knowledge repositories?" 

36."What are the challenges in managing tacit knowledge in 
pharmaceuticals?" 

37."List case studies of successful knowledge management in large 
pharmaceutical companies." 



Research & Development: 

38."Provide a summary of the latest research on [specific drug or 
treatment]." 

39."What are the potential side effects of combining [Drug A] with [Drug 
B]?" 

40."Which clinical trials are currently underway for [specific drug]?" 

41."How does [specific drug] compare to its predecessor in terms of 
efficacy?" 

42."Recommend databases for tracking global pharmaceutical research 
trends." 

43."What are the breakthroughs in drug delivery systems in the past year?" 

44."List the top five journals or publications for pharmaceutical research." 

45."Which organisations are leading in the research of [specific disease]?" 

46."How has nanotechnology impacted drug development recently?" 

47."What are the challenges faced in the development of biosimilars? 



Regulatory & Compliance: 

48."Outline the steps for FDA approval for a new drug." 

49."What are the key considerations for pharmaceutical advertising and 
promotion regulations?" 

50."Provide a list of workshops focusing on current pharmaceutical 
regulations." 

51."Which international bodies oversee drug approvals outside the U.S.?" 

52."Recommend online courses on global pharmaceutical compliance." 

53."How do patent laws impact drug development and distribution?" 

54."What are the ethical considerations in pharmaceutical marketing?" 

55."List the top challenges pharmaceutical companies face in regulatory 
compliance." 

56."How do regulations differ for over-the-counter vs. prescription drugs?" 

57."Which organisations offer certifications in pharmaceutical compliance?" 



Market Insights & Strategy: 

58."Provide a comparison of [Drug A] and its competitors." 

59."What are the emerging trends in the treatment of [specific disease]?" 

60."Which databases offer comprehensive market analysis for 
pharmaceuticals?" 

61."Identify conferences focusing on pharma market trends." 

62."How has telemedicine impacted the pharmaceutical industry?" 

63."Recommend tools for tracking drug sales and market performance." 

64."Which regions are emerging as new markets for [specific drug]?" 

65."How do patient reviews and feedback impact drug sales?" 

66."What are the pricing strategies adopted for orphan drugs?" 

67."List the top pharmaceutical marketing campaigns of the past year." 


